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Introduction

Grain legumes, or pulses, belong to the family Leguminosae and are an important

subsistence crop in tropical Africa. Their value lies particularly in their high protein

content of approximately 20-25% (McFarlane, 1983) and additionally, through their

nitrogen-fixing ability, they help to maintain agricultural yields in areas where

fertilisers are hard to obtain or not easily affordable.

Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata (L.) W alp.) is by far the most important grain legume in

Ghana. It is grown throughout the country although production is concentrated in

Northern, Upper East and Upper West Regions. National annual production

estimates for the years 1986-1989 inclusive are 15 -20,000 tonnes (Golob et al.

1996).

Many of the producers are extremely poor. They grow a small quantities, primarily

for food but also to sell any surplus to raise cash. The need for money, in particular,

forces many fanners to sell pulses soon after harvest to traders who then take on the

responsibility of storing through the remainder of the year. Most farmers store small

quantities of pulses for home consumption and retain additional grain for seed.



Larger-scale production in Ghana is undertaken by a few wealthier fanners who sell

produce directly to millers or other people associated with the processing chain, or to

the Ghana Seed Inspection Unit for use as certified seed. These farmers often store

pulses before sale and can generally afford reasonable storage facilities and

appropriate protective measures.

The infonnation contained in this paper was collected during three surveys conducted

in northern Ghana to assess the constraints to storing and marketing grain legumes in

1996; 

Brice et al., 1996; Gudrups et al., 1997).the region (Golob et a/.

Varieties cultivated

Famlers throughout northern Ghana grow one or more local varieties though only a

few grow improved, high-yielding varieties (HYV). White, black-eyed HYVs are

larger and fetch a better price at market than local varieties. However, to attain the

high yields insecticide must be applied and this is a major constraint to their

cultivation because the chemicals are expensive and often not available in local

markets. Lack of improved seed is also a problem; farmers in several villages visited

are willing to plant new varieties but they have no access to seed. Furthennore,

because of poor resistance to storage insects all improved varieties are sold at harvest

and none are stored,

Local varieties, in general, have greater resistance to field pests and diseases than

They are also more tolerant to adverse climatic conditions andimproved varieties.

poor soil fertility. However, variations in resistance characteristics are also found



among the local varieties. For example, famlers in Mandari village (Northern

Region) cultivate two local cowpea varieties: a white "cripple bean", and a

brown/black variety, "demodow". The brown/black variety is grown because it was

more resistant to insect pests in the field and stores.The white variety, however,

suffers heavy losses in the field and during storage, but is still produced because it

cooks faster, tastes better and fetches higher prices at market.

Another reason for growing more than one variety is because of differences in the

maturation period after planting. For example, farmers from the village ofNaafaa

(Northern Region) grow two cowpea varieties; a white short-maturing variety,

"benbla", and a black, longer-maturing variety, "bensola". The black variety is

planted early in April and harvested in July, whilst the white variety is planted in May

and harvested in October. Staggering the harvest of cowpeas helps to overcome

constraints due to labour shortages at planting and harvesting, and provides food

before the main harvest of staple crops in October.

Storage

Fanners tend to store grain legumes only for consumption by the family and as a

source of seed for the next planting season, Despite an annual increase of up to

200% in the market prices, which occurs between harvest and the 'lean season' seven

months later (Brice et al., 1996), few farmers are able to retain grain on the farm long

enough to benefit. There are a number of factors preventing long-teml storage: low



yields as a result of the small areas cultivated; low yield because labour, to assist with

fanning operations, is too expensive or unavailable when required (especially for

women fanners); early sale to raise cash for clothing, medical and household

expenses, school fees, etc.; excessive insect damage; and insufficient or inadequate

storage facilities.

Traders are mainly responsible for storage of pulses. Quantities held by traders vary

from five to perhaps 5,000 sacks (up to 500 t), though most store less than 1,000

sacks.Traders generally buy immediately after harvest when prices are low and

attempt to store until just before the next harvest when market prices are at a

premium. Those that keep small numbers of sacks do not store and turn the

commodity over relatively quickly. Wholesalers dealing in larger quantities are not

so common, but are expected to increase in numbers with the availability of credit

facilities.

Storage losses

Grain legume losses in Africa are not well documented, due partly to the lack of

suitable verified methodologies. Infoffilation refers to damage rather than weight

loss. For example, Caswell (1968) in Nigeria and Golob et al. (1996) in Ghana found

damage to stored cowpea to be 14-37% and 15-94% respectively, the latter being

assessed after 7-9 months in store. Table illustrates damage recorded in pulses

during recent surveys.



A few studies have attempted to correlate this damage, which was due to insect adults

emerging from the grain, to weight loss. Caswell (1981) showed that 9-30% damage

equated to

,6-5.4% 

loss, but much higher losses, 30% by weight, were found by

Singh and Jackai (1985) when damage reached 70%. A post-harvest loss prevention

project in Uganda suggested that, after 3 and 6 months in farm stores, cowpea loss as

a percentage of the harvested grain was 1.7 and 5.9% respectively (Anon., 1992),

Farmers perceive insect damage to grain legumes to be severe and believe an average

of up to 20% is lost during storage. Sometimes, the entire crop was judged to be unfit

for consumption. As there have been very few studies of on-farm losses it is not clear

whether this is a true reflection of quantitative loss or not. Weight loss per se may not

be the only factor in determining farmers' action to limit insect damage. The

appearance of the grain, particularly the presence of insect emergence holes, may be

more important as this factor influences market prices. However, although there is

evidence that quality affects the price of pulses sold through urban outlets in southern

Ghana there appears to be no premium for good quality grain sold in local markets in

the north. This may change as consumer demand for quality increases.



Table 1. Damage in pulses collected from different traders in
markets in Ghana (harvest Nov/Dec)

Location of Region Month Damage %
market collected (insect holed)
Tamale Northern May 15
Tamale Northern May 17
Tamale Northern May 38
Tamale Northern May 24
Tamale Northern May 23
Tamale Northern May 20
Tamale Northern May 14
Tamale Northern May 18
Tamale Northern May 32
Accra Accra May 13

(retailer)
Accra Accra May 38

(wholesaler)
Accra Accra May 20

(wholesaler)
Bolgatanga Upper East July 54
Bolgatanga Upper East July 67
Gambaga Northern July 94

Yendi Northern July 84
Ejura Ashanti July 16
Accra Accra July 2

(supermarket)
Gambaga Northern 100

Yendi Northern 100
July
July

Storage structures

The type of structure used to store cowpeas is dependent on the yield, intended use

and whether the crop is to be stored unthreshed or as grain. Cowpeas are frequently

stored in the pod though many farmers shell before storage.

Clay pots are the most popular choice of structure in which farmers stored threshed

pulses. Other structures include jute sacks, calabashes (gourds), small mud silos,

metal oil drums and baskets coated with cow dung and wood ash. Unthreshed

produce is nonnally stored in larger structures such as the "kambong "and "kunchun "

which are large baskets woven from grass matting, or sorghum stalks, sometimes



plastered with mud. Cowpeas kept exclusively for seed are stored in hand-made clay

pots, small metal cooking pots or calabashes.

Many traders store cowpea for up to seven months in structures they either own or

hire. Produce is held in jute or polypropylene sacks in store rooms located either in or

close to the market, although traders holding only very small quantities may store

within the home. None of the stores is large, the maximum capacity is about 2,000

bags (200 tonnes). but larger traders maintain several stores. Store rooms are often

totally inadequate for storage purposes, frequently being simply large enclosures

constructed from wooden planking and corrugated iron sheeting with cement rendered

floors. The structures are often flimsily built, poorly maintained and infrequently

cleaned. Good storage management is very difficult to practice and pest control

operations difficult to adapt to maintain effectiveness.

Post-harvest problems

Pulses are particularly susceptible to insect attack by bruchid beetles and all fanners

who grow cowpeas complain of their inability to store this crop for any length of time,

whether shelled or in pods, because the grain quickly becomes heavily infested.

During the surveys, the main pest identified on cowpea was Ca//osobruchus

maculatus.

Cowpeas seen in villages during the surveys were mostly recently harvested and were

either free of visible infestation or only lightly damaged. More heavily damaged





Storage protection

On the farm

Throughout the areas of northern Ghana where the survey was conducted, farmers in

general did not take any precautions to prevent pest damage during storage, other than

to place the commodity in the Sull. In some villages, such as Zinido, Galiwei and

Gusiegu in Northern Region, famlers were unaware of any traditional method of

protecting stored crops against insect infestation. In other villages, including most of

those visited in Upper East, less than 5% interviewed were aware of traditional

practices, but even these did not necessarily apply the methods themselves, though

they knew of others in the village who did. These methods were not used because

they were thought to be ineffective; in Saka village, in Upper East Region, villagers

believed too much protectant is needed to be effective and so its use is impractical.

However, farmers who use storage protectants use them on pulses rather than on any

other crop. During the surveys, a total of 32 methods for protecting stored cereals and

grain legumes at the fann-level were identified: eight of these employed inert

materials such as sand and ash; 19 use plant materials (using 14 plant types); and

five use synthetic chemicals. Choice of method is strongly influenced by tribal

custom. Farmers considered that seven factors were important in influencing their

choice of method; these included cost, effectiveness, availability, toxicity,

acceptability and versatility.



Inert materials and other physical methods employed to protect legumes at the farm

level include: admixing the commodity with wood ash; subjecting the produce to

smoke usually from the kitchen fire; admixing with sand; thermal disinfestation by

exposure to the sun; roasting; and admixture with specific types of ash such as cow

dung ash. Another type of physical treatment applied only to bambara involves

drying the produce, re-wetting it and then drying it again before final storage.

The application of ash is able to prevent insect infestation from occurring. This is

particularly the case where small quantities of grain are treated and retained for seed,

such as is practised in Upper West Region. In general, the greater the proportion of

ash to grain the better the protection. In Upper West, cowpeas are submerged in ash,

and more ash (by volume) is used than grain being protected. However, where larger

quantities are stored for home consumption, for example in parts of Upper East, the

quantities applied are rather small, often less than 1 % by volume, and the treatments

not nearly as effective. In this latter situation, it would be impractical to apply the

quantities of ash required to ensure adequate protection.

The use of plant materials as protectants during storage is common in the legume

producing areas of Ghana. The surveys found that residents in 17 of the 20 villages

visited used some form of plant material to protect pulses from insect losses. Their

use tends to be greater in the poorer localities of northern Ghana, being more

prevalent in Upper East Region and the north-east of the Northern Region. Of the 14

plants used as protectants, many are used in several villages including, in decreasing

prevalence: Synedrella nodiflora ("kim-kim" leaves), Capsicum annum (chilli

pepper), Chamaecrista nigricans or C. kirkii ("lodel" leaves), Vitellariaparadoxa



(shea nut residue), Azadirachta indica (neem seeds), "poni" leaves (Ebanaceae) and

Khaya senegalenswas (mahogany bark). Of the plant protectants that are employed in

more than one village, lodelleaves are said to be the most effective in preventing

insect damage. Shea nut residue and chilli pepper, used in combination, are also

considered very effective by fanners in one particular village, but use of this mixture

is not common.

Modem synthetic chemicals, approved for use as grain protectants, such as Actellic

(pirimiphos-methyl) dust are either unavailable, especially away from the main towns,

or too expensive; few fanners are aware of the names of these chemicals. However,

three fanners in Bongo Soe village and another in Saka village bought Actellic from

traders in the market and used it to treat shelled bambara and cowpeas, which were

then stored in sacks. Other chemicals, not appropriate for food use, including lambda-

cyhalothrin (Karate), DDT (probably a generic name for a variety of chemicals),

aluminium phosphide (which releases phosphine gas), calcium carbide and moth balls

(naphthalene) are employed as grain protectants. Nevertheless, farmer groups in

seven out of 20 villages expressed concern over the potential health hazard which

could occur from using chemical insecticides. If chemicals are used, it is often only

for commodities destined for seed or for sale. If a treated commodity is consumed at

the farm, some farmers wait three months before using the grain, until the commodity

is believed to be safe.

The use of fumigation for controlling rodent and insect pests of pulses (and other

commodities) on farms is quite widespread. However, the control obtained is likely

to be extremely poor and certainly not cost-effective; only a cosmetic effect would



result. Tablets of aluminium phosphide, which release phosphine gas, have been on

sale in retail outlets in major towns in northern Ghana for more than 10 years. During

recent visits to village markets, itinerant traders were found selling individual tablets.

Phosphine gas is extremely dangerous to handle and is acutely poisonous, inhalation

leading to nausea, vomiting and, eventually, death. It is remarkable that accidental

poisoning does not occur very frequently. From a study conducted in 1995 (P.Golob,

unpublished) it is clear that use of phosphine in northern Ghana is not only extremely

hazardous to human and animal health but is also totally ineffective. Tablets are

placed in well ventilated storage structures from which the gas is lost as soon as it is

released; fumigation must take place under gas-tight conditions which allow retention

of gas for at least five days. Subjecting insects to sub-lethal doses in this way will

result in them becoming resistant to the gas in the longer term. Use of phosphine for

on-farm control should be actively discouraged by restricting its sale but, because

fumigant tablets are readily available, methods should also be developed which allow

effective and safe treatments to be applied.

Control oftemlites in fann silos is attempted by lighting a fire inside the mud

structure to disinfest it, by destroying and re-building the store (although the new

store is usually positioned on the original site, allowing reinvasion), or by the use of

seed from the "vitso" tree. This seed is soaked in water overnight to produce a black,

bitter solution, which is mixed with the soil as the silo is constructed. Although this

method is considered to be effective availability of the seed is restricted both

geographically and seasonally.



Protection against rodent damage, in v

illages 

that have re

ceived 

appropriate extension

or NGO assistance, includes use of roclent guards made fi.om metal sheeting.

However, this practice is rare and mos famlers take no ac~tion though a few keep cats.

is largely by raisiProtection against ground water ingres

ng 

the store above the

ground on a small platform, though tW

:s 

is not common fc.r mud silos. Damage by

rainwater is prevented by covering thestore with a thatched roof, although in drier

areas these are not often used and bothi stores and grain S\

Lstains 

water damage. Theft

is best prevented by storing the comm4>dity in the house.

In traders' stores

Traders protect grain legumes by the U

beral 

use of chemil

cals. 

Pest control operations

are carried out by the trader himself, OJ

.commercial 

organisations.

Pest control procedures are often appli

r 

by government 01ed 

without due con.sideration of efficacy, health

risks or cost. No attempts are made to] t to fit the storage facility, ortailor the treatmen

options. If grain p

lests 

are controlled, andto modify the store to optimise control

insect and rodent damage limited, it is

because 

of excessi've overdosing of chemicals

and by increased turnover of the produ

ICe. 

Due to the matmer in which the produce is

stacked it is rarely possible to cover th,

e 

stock with fumig: ition sheeting and so usually

re 

of construction I

)fthe 

stores, however, isthe entire store is fumigated. The natu

'Om gas-tight and fi

1Illigations 

must fail. Sincesuch that almost all buildings are far fi

application rates of phosphine are higl1

ne 

tablet per bag of-approximately 0

-the fumigation may,commodity, which is 3-5 times the rec

ommended 

dosage

Iwever, 

although insect adults on the surface ofsuperficially, be seen as a success. Hd



the grain are likely to be killed by thes

e 

treatments, the iti

ltemally-feeding, 

immature

stages will certainly not be controlled.

Many traders attempt to control infest~

ltions 

themselves it1 order to save money.

Much of the insecticide used is simplysprayed onto the bag surfaces, a practice

known to be of limited use (McFarlanc

'. 

1989). It is also]likely that the treatments are

applied incorrectly and that inappropri

ate 

chemicals are used. The government does

not direct any extension effort towards

: 

traders. Thus COlILmodity traders do not

receive any advice or technical infonn;ation on storage is!

rues 

other than from private

)licators, 

who havea vested interest inpesticide wholesalers, retailers and apI

promoting their services and products

Marketing of cowpea

Farm level

At the famllevel, the marketing of co~

vpea 

and ban1bara i

lS 

almost exclusively the

responsibility of the female members (

)fthe 

household an women also dominate

trading activities in local markets. Thc

fits 

of interseasonal storage~ commercial beneJ

tough the majority'are widely understood by villagers altl claim they are forced to sell

1 

immediate requiD~ment for cash. During theearly on in the storage season due to ill

nodity marketing s

:equence 

has emerged.course of interviewing farnlers, a cOmJ

~ 

be the foremost cash cropGroundnuts, as well as paddy in the U]pper East, appear t~

and are sold first. Thereafter, cowpeasand yams are tradc

:d 

and then bambara

groundnuts.



Farnlers may sell to traders living locally or to itinerant traders. They often have a

regular buyer who calls on them shortly after harvest. The relationship may be

The evidencesufficiently established to allow credit arrangements to operate.

suggests that these operate in either direction: farnlers supply on credit which is be

repaid when the produce is sold, and traders advance loans, particularly at planting

time, in return for payment after harvest (in cash or kind). Farmers take their produce

to market if they require money urgently but if the need is less urgent they often wait

for traders to visit the village to save the time and expense of transportation, although

they get a reduced price by doing so. Women producers often sell their own produce

at local retail markets, by the bowl.

Village-level trading involves a web of infonnal financial arrangements. These are

difficult to characterise as the nature of any given arrangement is detennined largely

by the relationship between the trader and the producer. The frequency with which

producers entrust their produce to traders for payment after sale illustrates the lack of

liquidity in the system: traders do not always have the working capital to pay cash.

This limits their operational capacity to the extent to which they are known to, and

trusted by, their suppliers.

However, credit frequently flows in the other direction, from trader to producer,

especially at planting time when fanners may exhaust their stores and require cash for

The teffils of the repayment may be fixed inpurchasing seed and land preparation.

advance (for example, the farmer will agree to sell at harvest to the trader at a

predetermined price) or they may be negotiated after harvest. Repayment is in cash or





pilot project. A number ofNGOs hav~~ also recently intrc

)duced 

similar lending

pro grammes.

Traders appear to be resident in all viI]

.ages, 

providing pr<

)ducers 

with immediate

linkages to outside markets. They ae

d 

to be the wealthier~enerally considere

members of a village as they own cattl

e 

or are in receipt c.f a government salary.

Traders may also travel to other villag4

~S 

to buy produce aIt the fann gate or in local

markets.

Markets

Markets operate at local, district and r~

,gionallevel. 

WithI the extensive network of

markets 94% of villages are within 101

kIn 

of a market anc 54% of villagers sell at a

market (Golob et al., 1996). The price of cowpea is high!~r in the major southern

Iducing population,markets where there is a large, non-prc

Local markets are held in the open wit i1 no storage faciliti

ies 

and only rudimentary

ristic 

of these mar}

(ets 

is the large number ofstalls for the traders. A major characte

petty traders who may travel consider,

ble 

distances to bu only a few bags of

waiting 

lorries and, carry back to the district orcommodity which they then load onto

regional centres where they live. Mid, ~ in these markets, buyingLlemen also operatt

from producers and selling on to traders coming from further afield.





Regional markets are larger and often have a permanent market site on which a

market day is held perhaps once a week when the general public trade; market traders

operate each day mainly wholesaling. In Tamale market, larger-scale traders may

purchase up to several hundred bags of durable commodities a week Traders buy

directly from the local and district markets in the region through agents, who receive a

commission, or from regular suppliers in these markets. Credit operates in both

directions. Traders sellon to buyers from the southern markets (principally Kumasi,

Techiman and Accra). Traders are aware of the benefits to be gained from long-term

storage and many of those interviewed store groundnuts, cowpeas and maize for up to

6 months, some with assistance from the Ministry. However, the quantities stored

relative to the quantities purchased do not appear to be high, reflecting a commonly

voiced view among traders that their ability to store is constrained by their limited

access to finance. In addition, traders are concerned about storage losses, which they

Warehousing facilities in Tamale marketperceive to be high, even after treatment.

are not conducive to good storage management and traders generally are poorly

infonned about the effective use of chemicals and fumigants.

From the north, pulses are transported to the central commodity market at Techiman

and then to the large consumer markets in the south, particularly in Accra. In all these

markets, commodities are simply stored in transit overnight for onward shipment or

sale the following day.



Conclusions

Cowpeas are highly susceptible to dan

lage 

by storage inS4ect pests. Methods to reduce

infestation must be regarded as a priority to enable these,

~ommodities 

to be stored

safely, so as to ensure adequate protei1

1 

intake by the fam

1 

family. Two approaches

should be taken.

Firstly, short to medium-term solution:s are required whic:h the farmer can implement

relatively simple and cheaply. Peoplestoring grain in the

: 

homestead must be given

the opportunity to enhance quality andreduce losses, wit!i1 as little change to nonnal

practice as is necessary. Therefore, th~:y should be in a p<)sition to select which

changes they want to employ, and the mlount of money, i

if 

any, they wish to expend

to make improvements. A raft of optic

>llS 

should be deveJ,oped from which the fanner

can choose one or more to use at diffet:ent periods duringthe storage season. Such

solutions may include developing chea structures or the applicationp hennetic storage

~hese 

options willof themlal disinfestation techniques. 1

nclude 

store management

md 

the choice will

depend 

on the type ofpractices, store types and protectants,

commodity, its end use, its value and the predicted storage period.

Secondly, in the longer-teml, pulse-brc

:eding 

programme!

; 

need be adapted to

incorporate insect resistance. Although resistant varieties have been developed by

eem to be widely c'

ultivated, 

probably becauselegume breeders, the varieties do not s

their grain does not meet cooking or OJ

rganoleptic 

needs. The only long-tenn

sustainable way to reduce insect infestation is to develop

varieties, 

which are both

resistant and acceptable to the consum



It is clear that there is a very low level of understanding of good storage practice

among traders. Although high-quality produce fetches premium prices, particularly

for pulses, many traders are resigned to dealing in grain which is badly damaged by

insects. Grain bought in good condition can be maintained at the same quality in store

if appropriate pest management practices are put into place. Although some traders

employ government and private pest control operators to treat their commodities this

is usually neither efficiently done nor cost-effective.Therefore, effective strategies

for improving stock and store management should be developed for small to medium

scale trading enterprises.

The government does not direct any extension effort towards traders. Thus

commodity traders receive neither advice nor technical infonnation on storage issues

other than from private pesticide wholesalers, retailers and applicators, who have a

vested interest in promoting their services and products. Similarly, farmer groups

becoming involved in communal storage to obtain credit also lack the ability to judge

the effectiveness of the inventory manager, particularly when storage is on a small

scale in the village. This manager, likely to be a government extension worker, may

not possess sufficient expertise to be able to address all the issues, which are likely to

occur, unless more extensive training is provided. A system needs to be established,

therefore, whereby traders and those involved in communal storage can obtain

impartial advice, training and assistance on these issues.

Lack of financial liquidity forces many producers to sell pulses soon after harvest.

The provision of credit through foffilal sector lending would abate this problem.



However, in the past, banks have been

oan 

without substantialvery reluctant to 14

collateral in the fomI of property. Rec .inventory loans has begun:ent introduction of

to overcome these problems. AlthougJ

1 

the system is limj

ited 

to a very few

beneficiaries, it could be extended to d

nable 

a greater pro]portion of the population to

;redit need to bebenefit. Other methods to improve prc

>ducers' 

access to (

investigated.
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